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The truth behind “population stabilisation”

Federally Registered Political Party

The ACF Comes Out of the
Closet for Genocide

I

n March of this year, the Australian
Conservation Foundation (ACF)
made a formal submission to the Environment Ministry
in which it claimed “human population
growth” to be a “key threatening process” to
the environment, and called for cutting back
Australia’s population growth. Couched in
euphemisms such as the need to “stabilise
population”, the ACF’s submission is in fact
part of the long-standing crusade for mass
genocide by Prince Philip, the ACF’s founder
and former president from 1971-76: that the
human population of the planet should be cut
back from its present 6.8 billion to 2 billion or
less, particularly in the context of the present,
deepening global financial crash.
Prince Philip has repeatedly advocated
mass murder far beyond Adolf Hitler’s wildest dreams, as in
his infamous 1988 statement to the German Press Agency:
“In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return
as a deadly virus, in order to contribute something to solve
overpopulation.” He has also argued that man is just another
animal who should be “culled” as necessary: “You cannot keep
a bigger flock of sheep than you are capable of feeding. In
other words conservation may involve culling in order to keep
a balance between the relative numbers in each species within
any particular habitat. I realise this is a very touchy subject,
but the fact remains that mankind is part of the living world.
… Every new acre brought into cultivation means another acre
denied to wild species.” [emphasis added]
The dirty little secret behind the present mass hysteria
which the British Crown is now whipping up in Australia against
“runaway population growth”, is that the “environmentalist
movement” was created from scratch by the British Crown.
In particular for the Crown-centred world financial oligarchy’s
intent to obliterate modern sovereign nation states, by
attacking the science, technology, and infrastructure upon
which such sovereignty depends, and the population growth
which naturally, necessarily accompanies it, which growth
these oligarchs view as a mortal threat to their continued
power. That reality becomes obvious in looking at the WWF
itself, the mother organisation of the global environmentalist
movement: Its co-founders in 1961 were the self-professed
genocidalist Prince Philip; Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands,
a former member of the Nazi SS; and Sir Julian Huxley, the
then-head of the British Eugenics Society. Following World
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War II, Huxley as the first head of the U.N. Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (Unesco), had lamented
that although Hitler’s eugenics-centred policy of mass genocide
had momentarily discredited “eugenics” in its own name, the
policy must continue, if under other guises: “Thus even though
it is quite true that any radical eugenic policy will be for many
years politically and psychologically impossible, it will be
important for Unesco to see that … the public mind is informed
of the issues at stake so that much that now is unthinkable may
at least become thinkable.”
After founding the WWF in 1961, Prince Philip set the
ACF in motion during his 1963 Royal Tour of Australia. Huxley
deployed his student and longtime protégé, Francis Noble
Ratcliffe, to formally found it. Already in a 1929 letter back
home to his family in Britain, the pommy immigrant Ratcliffe
sniffed that he found Australians to be generally “low types”,
and that, “Unfortunately the independent, arrogant spirit of the
people [Australians] precludes the possibility of a Mussolini.
If one did appear, I may say, I should be one of the first to put
on a black shirt.”
Prince Philip’s replacement as ACF head in 1977, the
London-trained Nugget Coombs, a self-described member of
the “international freemasonry of central bankers” who had
sabotaged most of Curtin and Chifley’s great postwar plans for
economic development, argued that same year that population
growth must be “halted, reduced and stabilised at an ecologically
safe level”. His longtime lover, anthropologist Judith Wright
McKinney, meanwhile co-founded Sustainable Population
Australia (SPA), whose leadership today overlaps that of the
ACF, including current ACF president Professor Ian Lowe.

Malthus, Darwin and Genocide
The quack “science” upon which the environmentalist
movement is premised all descends from Parson Thomas
Malthus, and his follower Charles Darwin. Malthus was a lifelong employee of the British East India Company (BEIC), for
whom the company created Britain’s “first chair in political
economy” at its Haileybury College training centre. He wrote
his Essay on Population to justify massive cutbacks in the Poor
Laws in Britain in the late 18th and early 19th century, along
with the BEIC’s mass murderous policies in India. Against
all historical evidence to the contrary, Malthus argued that
“population grows geometrically while the means of subsistence
only grows arithmetically”, and therefore recommended
gruesome measures to “stabilise the population”, including
mass infanticide and the wilful spread of disease.

ruled on by the “Threatened Species Scientific Committee”
of the Ministry of Environment, a committee packed with
members or associates of the WWF and IUCN, while the
Minister himself is Peter Garrett—the president of the ACF
from 1989-1993 and again from 1998-2004! Simultaneous with
the ACF’s March submission, the Public Affairs Commission
of Australia’s Anglican Church—whose international head is
Queen Elizabeth—issued a discussion paper in which it linked
“overpopulation and environmental degradation”, and called
for measures to reduce Australia’s population growth. The
recent establishment of a Cabinet-level “Population Ministry”
as per the ACF’s earlier demands, is part of this same plot, as
is the crusade by the Federal member for Wills, Kelvin “Kill
Them” Thomson, to “stabilise” Australia’s population at 26
million by 2050.

The Nature of Man

The real issue behind the present, rigged
“population debate” is very simple: is mankind
just another animal, as Prince Philip and the
eugenicists argue, or do all individual men and
women possess creative powers of mind which
no animal has, powers which therefore elevate
mankind above the beasts? The exercise of
these Divine-like powers of the human soul
has lawfully increased the human population
on this planet orders of magnitude beyond
that of any mere animal. And that, as the great
Thomas Malthus, Charles Darwin and Prince Philip, all champions of the race science of Russian scientist Vladimir I. Vernadsky—
eugenics, which gave rise to Hitler’s genocide, environmentalism, and population control. the creator of the modern concept of the
Darwin then used Malthus’ hokum as the basis of his “Biosphere”—argued, is the scientific proof that man’s creative
“theory of natural selection”, in which he argued that man is powers of mind lawfully generate a “Noösphere” whose more
just another animal, while also championing the new “science” powerful physical processes (including of great infrastructure
of eugenics founded by his first cousin, Sir Francis Galton. projects) naturally dominate the Biosphere just as the more
During the 1930s, Julian Huxley and his fellow eugenicist H.G. powerful physical processes of life, the Biosphere, dominate
Wells developed the “theory” for what became the postwar the non-living, the Lithosphere. Prince Philip and his ACF, by
environmentalist movement. Wells wrote that the work of contrast, simply ban all science and economic development,
Malthus and Darwin “has destroyed, quietly but entirely, the and then blame any resulting “strains” (such as running out
belief in human equality”, and proven that “whole masses of fresh water, or power), on “overpopulation.” It is they who
of human population are, as a whole, inferior in their claim threaten the Biosphere, as well as mankind in general. For
upon the future, to other masses”. These “People of the Abyss” instance, have you noticed that the WWF and its progeny have
should be simply exterminated en masse, Wells wrote, as the been resoundingly silent on the massive BP oil spill in the Gulf
precondition to establishing a “World State”.
of Mexico, in what is already the worst ecological disaster
in history? Might that have to do with the fact that BP, along
Following World War II, Huxley and Wells preached that
with many others of the Crown’s minerals cartel such as Rio
“wildlife conservation”, in which “the
Tinto (whose top private shareholder
spread of man must take second place
is the Queen herself), are leading
to the conservation of other species”,
funders of the WWF and the entire
would be an essential pretext to establish
environmentalist lobby?
world government. Bespeaking that
hidden agenda, their fellow eugenicist
But if Prince Philip, Her
Max Nicholson, a permanent secretary
Majesty’s Anglican Church, the
to the Crown’s Privy Council and
ACF et al. were genuinely worried
a co-founder of both the WWF in
about “overpopulating” our planet
1961 and of the earlier International
Earth, wouldn’t they therefore
Union for Conservation of Nature
be among the first to champion
(IUCN), titled his 1970 history of the
American
physical
economist
world environmental movement, The
Lyndon LaRouche’s proposal for the
Environmental Revolution: A Guide for
near-term colonisation of Mars, as
the New Masters of the World.
a prelude to colonising some of the
billions of stars which make up each
Returning to the present, the Apollo 8’s view of the biosphere of Earth from the
of the countless billions of galaxies
ACF’s claim that mankind itself is Moon, December 1968. Human exploration expands
in outer space?
a “key threatening process” will be our horizons—proving there are no limits to growth.

